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Our region is at a pivotal time of growth and renewal. When we speak to people from various sectors, neighborhoods and of differing viewpoints the one thing we can agree on is that in order to make a positive and permanent impact it will take involvement from everyone. And if there was ever a time people were ready, it is now. When people are looking to give – looking to make an impact.No matter how insignificant you deem your contribution to be, it is important.We believe that opportunity can change everything.   



115,200 PEOPLE 
in the Quad Cities lack basic access
and opportunity to care for their family
or develop their potential.

(That’s one in every three people in our community.)
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Let’s start by taking a real look at the real conditions in our region. Bare with me here –  my time with you isn’t about doom and gloom – rather about hope and real possibilities. We have to start at the root of our issues to solve them. You know the saying, “ When we know better to do better.” Here goes.In our region, 37 percent of Quad Citizens – that’s 1 in 3 or 115,200 people  – the majority of those - have a full-time job, do not have the monthly income to cover their basic needs. They have to carefully, every day – keep their kids in quality child care or paying rent or house payment. They have to carefully choose what to use the little money they have for like  – food or medication. More than ever, we see crime, rage and despair of the lack of social mobility and equitable access to opportunity playing out in streets and neighborhoods across the Quad Cities and America. ----



Think about it
this way…



A school bus can hold
about 72 people



16 full school buses =
1,152 PEOPLE



16 Buses
X

100



115,200
PEOPLE

That’s how many people lack basic access
and opportunity to care for their family

or develop their potential.  
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115,200 people have to make tough decisions every day on how they will take care of themselves and families. The numbers are staggering. But together, we can change them.



Education, income and health 
form the foundation in which 
opportunity is built.  
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How? We strengthen the foundation on which opportunity is built. When we advance equity and improve education, income and health outcomes - we give more people in our community the chance to be happy, healthy and reach for their dreams.



Meet Jeremy.
Three years ago, Jeremy’s dad was shot and killed.  
Two years before that, his uncle was arrested and 
sent to prison. His mom wasn’t home much. 
Jeremy had to fend for himself and his two siblings.

He couldn’t manage it all, and missed a lot 
of school. Neither of his parents nor many of 
his neighbors, graduated from high school. 
He got behind, so he stopped attending classes.

One day, Jeremy was approached by a 
neighborhood kid he’d never seen at school. 
Soon, Jeremy felt a part of a new family and 
learned new how to make for “easy money.” 
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I want to tell you about Jeremy. He’s a 17-year-old young man who lives here in the Quad Cities. Three years ago, Jeremy’s dad was shot and killed.  Two years before that, his uncle was arrested and sent to prison. His mom wasn’t home much. Jeremy had to fend for himself and his two siblings.He couldn’t manage it all, and missed a lot of school. Neither of his parents nor many of his neighbors, graduated from high school.  He got behind, so he stopped attending classes.One day, Jeremy was approached by a neighborhood kid he’d never seen at school. Soon, Jeremy felt a part of a new family and learned new how to make for “easy money.” 



after he was arrested for car theft and he received 
support and intervention services from two local 
nonprofits funded by United Way Quad Cities. 

Now, he is turning his life around by practicing critical 
life, social and job skills and, he is back in school. 
He has a mentor and participates in a career 
exploration program – funded through United Way. 

Jeremy hopes to participate in an apprenticeship 
program designed for high school students this fall. 

Jeremy’s life changed
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Jeremy’s life changed after he was arrested for car theft and he received support and intervention services from two local nonprofits funded by United Way Quad Cities. Now, he is turning his life around by practicing critical life, social and job skills and, he is back in school. He has a mentor and participates in a career exploration program – also funded through United Way. Jeremy hopes to participate in a trade apprentice program designed for high school students this fall. Jeremy’s most impressionable years were sacrificed partly because he wasn’t exposed to a different path. How many teens like Jeremy and adults are lost in their own surroundings, unaware that they have the power to create a better future? 



Exposing people to options 
and opportunities that challenge 
their current realities can 
change everything.  
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Exposing people to options and opportunities that challenge their current realities can change everything.  



Students who read on grade level by third grade are
5X more likely to graduate

from high school ready for college or career.

33
CHALLENGE

of Quad Cities 
third grade 
students do not 
read proficiently.

INCREASE BY

the number of 
students reading on 
grade level
by third grade.

30%%
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To change the trajectory of a generation, we must prioritize education focusing proactively on early education, mentorship and exposing our young Quad Citizens to positive people and productive opportunities. It’s how most people move out of poverty - gaining the skills and confidence to do so.It is critical that children are healthy, ready to start kindergarten, and reading on grade level by third grade. With this solid foundation, they will be on a path to graduate high school prepared for success in college, career or the military. Our Rise United catalytic lever to student success  is 3rd grade reading proficiency. The basic ability to read is the door to essentially all opportunities for our youth’s future education and careers. As they say, until 3rd grade, a child is learning to read. After, they read to learn … and ultimately earn a living. Students who read proficiently by 3rd grade are 5x more likely to graduate high school ready for college or career. Currently 33% of our students are not reading on grade level – the number increases to closer to 50% when we look at our Black and Hispanic students.  United Way invests and partners in wide range of programs that give kids a strong start, quality out-of-school time and strong pathways through high school to college and career.Our community goal is to increase the number of students reading on grade level by 30% by 2030 – so that every child achieves their full potential.  



By increasing 20% the number of young adults who 
earn a living wage, we add nearly $116M in wages 

per year in the Quad Cities. 

CHALLENGE

Of young adults 
(25 – 44) do not 
earn a living 
wage jobs.

%%

INCREASE BY

the number of 
Quad Cities young 
adults who earn a 
living wage.

20%34%
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Financial stability is a key ingredient of a steady successful life. Along with education and health, it is one of the building blocks of opportunity. One of the clearest paths to economic self-sufficiency is and quality of life is training and education for living wage jobs. Currently, 1/3 of young adults aged 25 – 44 years old in Quad Cities do not earn a living wage – or enough money to cover their monthly basic expenses. Without stable income or sufficient savings, families get derailed by unexpected expenses, develop credit issues and fall prey to predatory lenders.When we increase that by 20%, 7,700 more Quad Citizens will earn a wage that provides for their family. And, we will add nearly $116 million in annual wages to the economy with a $565 million – half a billion dollars – in economic spin off to our economy every year. That’s why our Rise United priority is to focus is on lifting marginalized populations, leveraging and investing in programs that help prepare Quad Citizens for in-demand jobs and support their journey to build wealth.  



Without healthy habits, a safe place to call home or 
quality health care,

it’s hard to lead a productive life.

INCREASE TO

the number of 
Quad Citizens
receiving routine, 
preventative  
health care.

CHALLENGE

of residents not 
receiving routine 
health care

95%26%
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When it comes to accessing mental and physical health services, a person’s zip code should never be a deterrent to success, nor should it be a barrier to improved health. Yet, for many, that’s a daily reality. Quality health builds the foundation for school success for children and economic outcomes for adults. Together we can prevent health issues that shorten lives and strain business and community resources by increasing the number people receiving routine, preventative care.  



Strive
For
Equity
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Across all these things we will strive for equity.  As you can see at almost every benchmark in education, income and health, we see the disparities of opportunity for people of color. Closing the gap means reducing and ultimately eliminating these disparities.Nearly twice as many Black and Hispanic students are not reading proficiently compared to their white counterparts. You’ll see the same pattern in income and the disparities in access to health. We can close this gap when we focus on lifting marginalized populations, leveraging and investing in programs that help prepare all student for success, adults for in-demand jobs and access to routine health care.   



• At United Way Quad Cities, we believe that access and opportunity changes everything. We’re a nonprofit on 
a mission to put opportunity in the hands of every Quad Citizen so they can live their best possible life.

• As a fundraising organization, we raise money for lots of types of education, economic mobility and health 
programs, projects and initiatives right here in our community. From kindergarten readiness, out-of-school 
programming, to mentorships, to access to food, to job training to mental health support and more. Then we 
work with local partners to deliver those services in neighborhoods and families who need them most. 

• All the while, we’re also taking a refreshed approach to charity. We believe charity should be exciting. We 
work to inspire our supporters through stories of local change that get hearts racing. Then, we use the 
volunteering and technology to create authentic, innovative giving experiences that inspire people to action.

• Our approach is interconnected and inter-dependent and funding decisions are data driven, aimed at root 
causes, rather than symptoms. 

• Together with our generous community of supporters, 50,000 Quad Citizens were helped in the last year.
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We find and fund solutions to our 
community’s biggest challenges. 
With our local network and position in the 
community, we have a 30,000-foot view of the 
resources and gaps in the Quad Cities’ social 
challenges. We study and step into these gaps, 
bringing together the best people and ideas to build 
and fund initiatives that fill these needs and create 
opportunity where it didn’t exist before. 

100% of funding decided by local 
people.
The funds raised by our United Way are invested in 
local programs to solve the very real challenges that 
people face in our community, which is why real 
people just like you help determine how those 
dollars are invested. 

We’re an open book. 
We know it's important to you that your donation 
is being used effectively. It's important to us, too. 
That's why we work hard to receive the highest 
grades available for accountability and 
transparency.

We prove our  impact.
We track every dollar we raise, and show the 
impact you helped fund with photos, stories and 
data.

Largest social impact nonprofit 
funder.
As the largest social impact nonprofit funders in the 
Quad Cities, we are responsible for the private 
investments in to efforts that can improve education, 
income and health and advance equity.



Invest in improving 
education, income and 
health in our community.

Use your voice and influence to raise 
awareness and advocate for systemic 
changes to education, income and 
health.

Champion United Way, invite your 
neighbors, family and friends to match 
your investment, encourage your 
employer to host a workplace 
campaign to help put opportunity in 
the hands of people who need it most. 

Engage in volunteer projects to 
create meaningful change in our 
community. 

GIVE ADVOCATE VOLUNTEER
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Want to learn more?
Visit: UnitedWayQC.org

Or 
Contact me: (Add your name, email, phone)
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